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Abstract
Experimental results obtained in the Ni - H and Pd - H systems generating the excess heat and/or with transmutated nuclei (NT) were investigated on Trapped Neutron
Catalyzed Fusion (TNCF) model proposed by one of the authors (K.H.).
Experimental results, which are not able to be esplained by d - d or p - p reaction, are
explained by n - p or n - 'Li and the following breeding reactions on TNCF model assuming
the existence of the trapped thermal neutron. The trapped neutron works also as a key
particle t o transmute elements in the system. As same as the excess heat, it is difficult to
understand the NT without thermal neutron.
On TNCF model, excellent experimental data of excess heat and NT in the Ni - H and
Pd - H systems are explained consistently and quantitatively.
1. Introduction

In addition to Pd - D and Ti - D systems, the Cold Fusion (CF) phenomena in Ni - H
and Pd - H systems were reported. The CF phenomena have shown the generation of the
excess heat, 4He, tritium ( f ) , neutron ( n ) ,nuclear transmutation (NT) and so on. In those
nuclear products, tritium and N T show apparent facts of occurrence of nuclear reaction in
the sample.
From our point of view based on TNCF
NT is the evidence that neutron is
the key particle causing the nuclear reaction.
In this paper, we will compare the results obtained in the excellent experiments that
one showed the NT and another showed the excess heat production, and will show the
consistent interpretation of the phenomena by TNCF model.
2. Summary of Experimental Data
2 - 1) A Experiment Showing Nuclear Transmutation in Ni - H System3)
The electrochemically induced nuclear transmutation in Ni - H system was reported3).
In this experiment, generation of the excess heat and shift of Sr isotope ratio (86Sr/88SrE
7) were observed, using electrolysis of light water with electrolyte Rb2C03 and RbOH.
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Before the experiment, in cathode material of Nil the relative percent,ages of two Sr
isotopes were determined as “Sr (10.51 f 0.04 %) and “Sr (89.49 k 0.04 %); this gave the
original value 1/17 = 8.515 f 0.004.
After the Experiment (I) where the excess energy Q1 was detected, the percentages
changed to 86Sr (22.20 f 0.05 %) and 88Sr (77.80 f 0.05 %); the ratio became l / q l = 3.504
f 0.002.
After the Experiment, (11) where the excess energy was Q 2 = 5 Ql, the percentages
changed t o “Sr (26.80 f 0.05 %) and “Sr (73.20 f 0.05 %); the ratio became 1/172 = 2.731
rf 0.003.
2) Anot,her Experiment in Ni - H System of Gas Phase4)
We took another experiment which showed excess heat production in hydrogen - loaded
Ni rod in H2 gas. In this experiment, an excess heat of 44 W was detected for a period of
twenty - four days (correspondmg to about 90 MJ) and no penetrating radiation (neutron,
y - rays) was detected.
2

-

2 - 3) Experiment,al Data of Patterson Power Cell5)
Patterson Power Cell (PPC), using microspheres (beads) coated with Pd - Ni layers
and Li electrolyte with light water, accomplished a good qualitative reproducibility. The
experimental data5) showed the output power of 1.77 W (= 1.1 x l o L 3MeV/s) using 1200
microspheres which had a diameter of 1 mm, with 2 p m thickness of all metal layers.
3. Analysis of Experimental Data on TNCF model
Let us analyze these experimental results by TNCF model.
This model assumes the stable existence of the trapped thermal neutrons in crystal.
Inhomogeneous distribution of hydrogen in sample metal, produced by specific chemical or
gas loading method, and surface layers of the electrolyte work to trap the thermal neutrons
in the sample. The trapped thermal neutron exists stable against p - decay.
M’hen the trapped thermal neutron suffers a strong perturbation induced by disorder
of the crystal potential, the trapped neutron fuses with a proton (deuteron) to generate a
deuteron (tritium) and gamma and also with minor elements to transmute the elements to
show a change of isotope ratio.
Possible mechanisms of the neutron trapping were discussed in previous papers in
det
3 - 1) Analysis of the Experiment Showing Nuclear Transmutation in Ni - H System
We will give a result of analysis of the experiment6) showing nuclear transmutation3).
Assuming the existence of the trapped neutrons, there occurs nuclear reaction between
the neutron and nuclei (hydrogen isotope or minor elements in Ni cathode). For nuclear
reactions between neutron and nucleus of minor elements in Ni cathode, a nucleus absorbed
the neutron forms an intermediate nucleus which may decay by p emission. In this case of
nuclear transmutation. we can write down the reactions as follows:
n + 85Rb = “Rb = “Sr + e -

p“-
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n + 87Rb = "Rb

= "Sr+e-

+ 6,.

(2)
Denoting natural abundance of "Rb and s7Rb as N, (72.15 %) and N b (27.85 %), "Sr
and 88Sr as na (10.51 %) a.nd nb (89.49 %), the ratio 77 after the n - Rb fusion reaction in
the experiment will be given by a relation,

where n,v, is the flux density of the thermal neutron (crne3s-l), v, is the thermal velocity
of the tra.pped neutron, T' is the time of electrolysis in the experiment i ( z = 1, a), ( is
ratio of number density of Rb and Sr, aj (j = a, b) is fusion cross section; (T, = 0.7 and g b
= 0.2 barns. The thermal velocit,y is given as v, = 2.7 x lo5 cm/s (for 30010.
Using the relation ( 3 ) , we can calcuhte the neutron density. With the numerical values
corresponding to experiments (I) and (11), we obtain following values for n,v,TiJ; n,v,Tl(
= 0.307 x
and n,v,TzJ = 0.459 x
cm-2, respectively.
cm-'), we can obtain
Taking an average value for n,v,T,(, (< n,vnT > ( = 0.38 x
the value n,T< as follows:
72,TJ = 1.'4 x 10l8 ~ m - ~ s .
If we assume J = 1 and T = 2.59 x l o 6 s (one month) arbitra.rily, we obtain the density
of trapped neutron in Ni ca.thode:
n, = 5.4 x 10'' ~ m - ~ .
2) Analysis of the Experiment in Ni - H Syst.em of Gas Phase
Next, we will give a result7) of the case of Ni - H system in gas pha.se*). We assume a.
following rea.ction b e h e e n the tra.pped neutron a.nd occluded hydrogen in Ni:
3

-

n

+p

= d (1.3 keV)

+ y (2.2 MeV).

(4)

If all of observed excess energy was generat,ed by this reactmion,t8henumber of event,s is
s-'.
estimated as Y = 1.25 x
We can estimate the trapped neutron density n,, using the following relation,
Y

= 0.35n~,vnhTpu,-,,

(5)

where 0.35nnv, is the f l u density of the thermal neutron ( ~ m - ~ s - l )v,, is the thermal
velocity of the trapped neutron as above, N p is the number of occluded protons in the
sample (hJp= 3.0 x 1021), u , - ~ is the fusion cross section of the thermal neutron and a
proton; u , - ~ = 0.13 barns.
Thu?, t\e obtain the \-aluL- d'the dPn&t; of trsppzd neutron,
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This value can be compared with the result we got in section 3 - 1). The assumption of
the existence of a number of the trapped thermal neutron in Ni has given a consistent value
of the density of the trapped neutrons n, 2~ 10l2 and a unified interpretation of both of
nuclear transmutation and excess heat generation.
If breeding reactions occur after the reaction mentioned above effectively, tritium will
be produced by the following reaction:
n

+d

=

t (6.98 keV) + y (6.25 MeV).

(6)

In an optimum situation where the gamma is absorbed effectively in the sample'), the
excess heat becomes large, while tritium is only the detected byproduct in the situation
where the absorption is scarce. In this experiment4),however, tritium was not observed.
3 - 3 ) Analysis of the Patterson Power Cell
In the case of PPC, surface layers of PdLi, (or NiLi,) alloy and Li metal will be formed
on the surface of the microsphere. We assume only PdLi (NiLi) alloy layer with the thickness
I = 2 p m in the following analysis.
Then, we can obtain the density of trapped neutron n, in PdLi layer. We will take up
the main reaction of excess heat generation, as follows:
n +6 Li = 4He (2.1 MeV)

+t

(2.7 MeV).

(5)

The number of events per unit time denoted by u is estima.t.ed as follows; u = 1.1 x
1013 (MeV/s) / 4.8 (MeV) = 2.3 x 10I2 (/s).
On t,he other hand, the number of events per unit time u is expressed as follows:
= 0.35nn VnpLi6 1'07&'6.

(8)

In this relation, pLi6 is the densit,y of 6Li in PdLi alloy. (T,L& is the fusion cross section. 1'
is the total volume of PdLi alloy on the surface of 1300 microspheres.
; follows; p ~ =
; pL;6
pLi7 = 3.4 x
In PdLi alloy, we can take the value of p ~ as
~ m - ~The
. nat,ural abundance of 6Li and 'Li are 5.5 % and 92.5 %, respectively, and
therefore p,5;6 = 2.6 x lo2' CW3.
cm3 and r n L & = 1.0 x lo3 barns, the density of trapped
Using the value b' = 1.6 x
neutron n,, is est,iinated as follows:

+

nn = 6.0 x l o 9 ~ r n - ~ .

The deta.il including discussion about, breeding of neutrons is reported in the previous
pa.perg)where an important role of deuterium in Pd - Ni - H 2 0 LiOH system was pointed
out.

+

4. Conclusion

In the experiments with hydrogen analyzed in this paper, it was observed that there
occurred generations of excess heat and transmuta.ted nuclei. While it has been considered that the hydrogen substitute the deuterium for a reference system, the experimental
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data analyzed successfully and interpreted as real phenomena subst antiate the cold fusion
phenomena in the system with hydrogen.
As we have seen, both trapped neutron densities of two experiments in Ni - H system
showed approximate coincidence.
Thus, if we allow to assume the existence of stable thermal neutron in crystal, we
can explain various CF phenomena showing nuclear transmutation, excess heat generation,
tritium production, He production and etc. occurred in several systems along conventional
physics by only one adjustable parameter of trapped neutron density.
The TNCF model has been developed t o fit various phases and systems of C F phenomena. M7e have got more than 15 results of analysis of experiments showing CF phenomena
in several systems including Pd - D and Ti - D and so on, hitherto. The densities of the
trapped thermal neutrons determined from analysis of experiments were in a range of IO2
1013 cm-3

10)

In reverse, the success of analysis on TNCF model shows the reality of trapped thermal neutron in crystal. The other three papers""13) given in this conference will help to
understand the physics of the cold fusion.
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